
vodka, coffee liqueur

le barteleur’s twist: dark chocolate

gin, red vermouth, amaro

le barteleur’s twist: ginger tonic

tequila, triple sec, lime

le barteleur’s twist: refreshing grapefruit

vodka, passion fruit liqueur, vanilla liqueur

le barteleur’s twist: sweet mango

Lulled by her Mexican heritage in the mundane dinners organized for 
her husband, a wealthy businessman, the American Margarita Sames has 

bequeathed her name to her creation, a fresh and refreshing blend served to her guests. In her Acapulco 
home, the most tropical of cocktails was born for eternity.

Invented on a London night. During the roaring twenties, Ada Coleman, head 
bartender at the Savoy Hotel, created an iconic cocktail which became an absolute 

reference for her peers. The cocktail was created for the actor Charles Hawtrey, who loved it. Hanky Panky 
was created and made to enchant.
- Gold Medal (USA Spirits Ratings 2023) - Chairman’s Trophy, Top 100 Spirits of 2022, 94 points (Ultimate 
Spirits Challenge 2022) - Gold Medal (San Francisco Spirits Competition 2022)

Inspired by the Vodka Martini from which it is derived, the Espresso Martini was 
shaken for the first time in London’s Soho Brasserie. Its creator Dick Bradsell is 

said to have been inspired by the coffee machine located next to the station where he served drinks and 
perhaps even by a supermodel wanting a cocktail that would wake her up. A win-win outcome!

Actually created under the name Maverick Martini, it was Douglas Ankrah, owner 
of the LAB bar in London, who made this cocktail an international success in the 

2000s. Renamed Pornstar Martini by its creator, this delicious drink made with passion fruit immediately 
sparked the public’s curiosity. Since then, this brazen creation has earned its place among the greats.

Le Barteleur is a French brand of premium classic bottled cocktails 
which can be enjoyed at home.

Le Barteleur is inspired by the original recipes that have made 
classic cocktails successful around the world to develop its range. 
Le Barteleur brings a signature twist to each these great classics, 
in order to make them unique, and magnify the original recipes.

Each cocktail is crafted with high-quality and natural ingredients. 

22% abv

23.5% abv

27% abv

18% abv


